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Competency-Based

ABSTRACT

Attention has recently been focused on the need to design and

validate, instructional materials that guarantee competent

student performance. In preparing such products, developers have

come to rely on competency-based achievement tests. Unfortunately,

expertise for constructing reliable and valid competency-based

instruments is not currently availble in a form that aA instructional

developer can readily translate into practice. The formulation

of objectives to guide instrument construction is problematic for

the developer because few dependable rules exist to help select

and state them. Formulating items is also difficult because many

developers lack training in test writing. Further, major issues

arise when the developer must establish the meaningfulness of the

scores that result from competency-based instruments, a difficult

and costly task that requires psychometric skill and a generous

budget. Finally, a discerning developer knows in advance of instru-

ment validation that little assistance will be avaIlble from psycho-

metricians who have long been arguing over the designs and statistics

to be used when validating competency-based tests. Data derived

from competency-based instruments must therefore be used with

,caution and confirmed with additional sources of information like

observations and interviews. Developers should also acquire test

construction and psychometric expertise.
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In recent years, professional educators have focused attention on

the creation and empirical validation of instructional materials and pro-

cedures. To them, the words "emirically validated" usually mean a guarantee

that when systematically developed materials are used as intended, students

will acquire important knowledge and skills and be able to competently

perform educationally significant tasks. The idea that instructional

products can and should ensure learner competence has been buttressed

by the movement for performance-based or competency-based education and

measurement, a relatively recent innovation that is thought to offer signifi-

cant mechanisms for educational reform (HocK. .5 Blackwell, 1975).

There are, unfortunately, numerous definitions of competence, and they

vary greatly. Schalock id Thomas (1973) have mide a useful distinction be-

tween the two most common meanings of the term. Competence, they suggest,

can be equated with the mastery of knowledge and skills assumed to be neces-

sary to perform a particular job, or it can refer to demonstrated ability to

bring about outcomes specific to a given job description. There are few

schoorsituations in which instructional product developers can follow their

students to their jobs to observe their performance. Thus, the most frequent-

ly used definitions of competence in instructional _development are those re-

lated to the provision and measurement of knowledge and sKills.

The procedures that should be used to empirically validate competency-

based instructional materials have beer described in the instruction'al pro-

duct development literature (Baker, 1973; Markle, 1967). Although develop-

ment experts may disagree on the specifics of instructional design, they are
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united in their acceptance of the need to conduct systematic field trials

of the product with a representative sample of the .intended learners. They

also advocate, at a minimum,.the use of data from achievement tests that mea-

sure the product's effectiveness in attaining its objectives and promoting

competence.

The Center for the Study of Evaluation (CSE) at UCLA is engaged in the

deVelopment of numerous compeiency-based instructional products to train eval-

uators Lo organize and conduct evaluations. Although attempts are made

through special studies to follow performance on the job, most development

activities are guided by data derived from achievement tests that assess

mastery of knowledge and skills. The data are used to answer questions con-

cerning how well and how much studenfs are learning in order to improve the

product so that their competence is maximized. Thus, implicit in the design

of CSE's products is an acceptance of the view that competency-based educa-

tion serves its potential audience well if it provides them with the skills

and knowledge presumed to be related to successful performance, and the belief

that exPertise exists and is available to develop reliable and valid measure-

ments of the extent to which the skill and knowledge are acquired. It is the

latter belief--that expertise is available for developing reliable and valid

competency-based measurement devices like achievement tests--which this paper

explores from the point of view of one of CSE's instructional developers.

To do this, competency-based _measurement in instructional product develop-

ment will be defined, and issues in the development and validation of com-

petency-based achievement tests will be discussed.

5
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Ccmpetency-Based Achievement.Tests

and Instructional Product Development

Competency-based achievement tests are desianed to provide a measure

of the extent to which an ,structional product's objectives have been achieved

in equipping learners witn specific competencies) They have three essential

charactr-ristics:

1. theyarebased on clearly-defined performance objectives representing

competencies;

2. testitems are specifically designed to measure the objectives;

3. scores are. interpreted in terms of attainment of a pre-set

criterion or standard of performance:

Formulating Objectives/Competencies

One of the instructional product developer's basic responsibilities is

to formulate the performance objectives that frame the product and guide

achievement test development. In comPetency-based education, this is Usually

donc by Obtaining the advice of experts, analyzing the Subject area to be

learned, conducting a needs agsessment, and by monitoring student progress

during field tests of the product. Several problems invariably arise when

formulating objectives. Themost common include determining which ones to

select; whether to state them:in specific or geneval terms;how to sequence

them (from simple to complex? from abstract to concrete?); and finally, how

to interpret field test data in terms of the importance and comprehensiveness of

objectives.

The latter problem, interpreting field test data, has become a particular7
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ly irksome but integral part ot the life of any deVeloper concerned with
.

competency-based measurement. For instance, consider a developer faced with

a situation in which all students correctly answer'all questions on a compe-

tency-based pretest. In theory, this would suegest that the pretest was too

easy and needed, revision or that the objectives were irrelevant since they

had already been achieved. But wait, and consider another developer confronted

with a situation in which all students d; poorly on the competency-based post-

test. In theory, this would suggest that thepaterials used were in need of

revision since they were not teaching successfully, that the posttests were

too hard, or that the objectives were inappropriate for the learners who were

incapable of achieving them.

Unfortunately for both developers, it is often impossible to decide which

interpretation'is correct, that is, whether the ctest is at fault in being

too easy or too hard or whether the materials need revision. This ambiguity

exists because the measures used to test the efficiency of the instructional

product typically have not been validatPd themselves. In these situations

the two.developers' data are truly uninterpretable, but what if they are all

the developer has? There are very few instances in which developers have

access to validated instruments that yield credible information. In fact,

in most cases, product developme;A and test development occur together, with

data from one rough draft used in an intuitive way to refine the other, a

circumstance closely resembling the inauspicious one in wh.ch the blind lead

the blind.

Given the problems n formulating objectives and in interpreting informa-
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tion about them, not.to mention the costs and effort' involved in field

'tests, what should the concerned developer do?. Unfortunately, at present,

few rules are available although attempts have been.made to describe de-

velopment activities and to OrovIde general guidelines for them (Popham &

Baker, 1971).

Formulating Items for Competency-Based Measures

Once objectives have.been formulated, the developer is then confront-

ed with the task.of constructing items to measure achievement. This task

is a very difficult one for developers who are frequently individuals

with little formal training in test writing and validation, and who may

be skiilful instructors', but poor item writers and analysts. Furtberf

even having knowledge of psychometrics does not vitiate many unanswered

questions about competency-based measurement that seem to exist to com-

plicate the developer's joo. For example, how many items are needed to

measure an objective? Even highly specific objectives have potential

item pools of well over several thousand items (Bormuth, 1970; Hively,

1970; et.al, 1973). Should the developer sample items?.If so, how? A

relatea que,Ion concerns the selection of items according to their dif-

ficulty. Thus, the developer must not only decide how many items are

needed to measure an objective, but also determine the level of difficulty

for each item. Given the problems involved in test generation, the de-

veloper would be well advised to call in experts or to obtain "item forms"

or "shells" to guide test development (Cronbach, 1971; Hively et al, 19731

Skager, 1973). However; experts are expensive and currently available

item-writing'rules are far from generally available or even applicable to
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many competency-based instructional development concerns..

Score :nterpretation

Competency-based measurement provides descriptions of what indivi-

duals know or are likely to be able to do and reports scores in terms of

performance standards. A major problem often arises, however, in establish-

ing the meaningfulness of the standards since to be legitimate and cred-

ibie, they should preferably be empirically justifiable. For example,

a score of 7 out of 10 items will only have meaning if systematic study

has shown that those who receive the score can actually do-something that

others who have not reached this level cannot do. Needless to say, such

systematic investigation is costly and requires ability to conduct test-.

irg research. Few instructional product develcpers have had the oppor-

tunity to participate in this kind of research, ane few development bud-

gets include provisions for it. In its absence, many developers must;

continue to unhappily rely on arbritrary scores like 7 out of 10 to

estimate gains in competence for information about their product.

Establishin9 the Technical Excellence of Competency-Based Measurement

It is axiomatic that all tests and measures must be field tested be-

fore decisions can be based on them. Thus, when the construction of an

achievement test's items is complete, the test must be validated. The

purpose of the validation is to ensure the quality of each item, and the

test as a whole, and to be able to declare the test to be a valid

and a reliable instrument. However, developers are usually not trained

in the vicissitudes of conducting and costin6 test validation. To furth:-

9
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complicate an already dirficult task, debate cont'nues over tlt. appropri-

ateness of classical indexes of reliability and validity, which are based

on variance, for instruments that are used in situations that produce

little variation in scores (Popham & Husek, 1969). Such situations are

uell known to instructional product developers who will undoubtedly be

familiar with the following occurrence: Before instruction, none of the

students are competent with respect to the objectives and they all receive

low scores on the pretest, whereas after instruction, they all receive

high scores. Most theoreticians would argue that this is the individual

or idiosyncratic case, that variation is inevitable in most instructional

situations, and that therefore, classical indexes are appropriate (Harris,

1973). Nonetheless, as interesting and important as the issue may be,

developers cannot be expected to take sides in the debate and are to be

forgiven if they regard data from competency-based measurement with a

degree of confusion and distrust.

Use of Competency-based Measurements: Conclusions

At present, expertise for developing reliable and yalid competency-.

based instruments is not available in a form that an instructional develop-

er can readily translate into practice. The formulation of objectives

construction of items, interpretation of scores, and determination of re-

liaOlity and validity remain problematical. Thus, data obtained from

competency-based measurement, which are to be used to improve products

and describe performance, must be viewed with extreme care, if not actual

suspicion. The developer should take care to confirm any findings from

10
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competency-based measurement by relying upon additional sources of infor-

mation like students' comments and observers' ratings. Further, developers

should become acutely aware of the part instrument development is likely

to play in product design, and be ready to acquire psychometric expertise

to prepare them for the problems that are likely to emerge. In the

meIntime, data derived from cmpetency-based measurement should be handled

with care and at the developer's own risk.

1 1
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Footriote

1
Competency-based achievement tests and criterion-referenced tests are

identical in most respects. The major difference between them is that compe-

tency-based tests are always directly job-rplated, while criterion-referenced

tests can also be used to measure academic skills that may be only indirectly

related to job performance. Thus, competenc;-based tests are really a type

of criterion-referenced testing.

12
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